HOW MUCH WOULD YOU PAY TO KNOW HOW YOUR WORKERS TRULY FEEL
ABOUT YOUR WORKPLACE?
It is proven that having this type of information yields SAVINGS, INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
(PROFITABILITY) and ENHANCED EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT!

SO HOW ABOUT PAYING ....... ZERO..... NOTHING
Don't pass up EMSI's current offer to get a personalized version of a .... FREE
"Employee Opinion Survey"
How it Works
We design your personalized survey and submit a suggested Introductory Memo which you
distribute to your workforce.
We send you a unique "Link" to the survey
Using modern technology including: Customized software, Computers/Tablets, Internet & Video
Conferencing, etc. we receive, process and deliver the results to you within 5 business days after
the survey has closed.
From there, we recommend a "Game plan" for the implementation of needed Action Steps!

The Many Proven Values of a Survey include:
Engaging your entire workforce in the positive growth and goals of your company
Identifying underlying issues so that they are addressed BEFORE they become expensive
problems
Providing a "Blueprint" for prioritizing your Employee Relations efforts
Getting a True reading about the effectiveness of your Management and Leadership group
Reevaluating where your Dollars could be spent more effectively
Enhancing Morale and Productivity
And...EMSI Surveys have been effectively used in Unionized and Non Union settings
Why use EMSI vs. relying on internal resources such as ... HR controlled Surveys, Open
Door policies, Round Table Discussions, Suggestion Boxes, etc. ?
1. The ANONYMITY factor is key to securing HONEST responses from all your workers
2. We have been doing Surveys for over 30 years!
3. We do all the work, quickly and efficiently and thus, not "tying up" you and/or your staff.
4. You get TRUE, Unfiltered results

Customized Surveys:
To obtain much more detailed and accurate results about your Organization, we can also work
with you to prepare and present a Customized / Expanded version of a Survey.
This joint effort can include:
Bilingual or Multilingual versions of the Survey
Site or Job Specific surveys ( Office vs Warehouse, vs Drivers, vs Professionals, etc.)
Expanded / Targeted Questions
Multiple Reports by specific areas of interest or concern
Recommendations and Observations in a written report
Find out about the Immediate Value that a Survey will have for your company and your
workplace.
Simply Contact Us to set up a consultation to answer your questions and get a quote.
Or, Give me a call at (312/6237890) or email me directly at (edgardo@emsiconsulting.com) to
discuss your situation
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